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INERTI A EFFECT OF THE FLUID PARTIC LES ON THE
LUBRIC ANT FLOW IN A DYNAMIC THRUST BEARINGS
Sisir K. Padhy & S. N. Dwivedi
Departm ent of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineer ing
West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 26506.

ABSTRACT
Closed form equations are derived from the fundamental principles for the evaluation
of
volume flow rate of lubricant in between the pads of a thrust bearing accounting for the
centrifugal
inertia effect. Two types of configuration i.e. parallel disk and nonparallel disk configuratio
ns are
considered. The theoretical analysis is presented.
1. INTRODUC TION
Thrust bearings are one of the most commonly used bearing configurations in the industrial
applications utilizing parallel disk configuration. Although the mechanism of the hydrodynam
ic
pressure development in this bearing is still not fully understood. it is clear that there
has to be
adequate supply of lubricant to prevent metal to metal contact The lubricant flows in
between the
disks by virtue of pressure gradient_ that exists between the outer radius and inner radius.
For static
conditions the expression for the volume flow of lubricant is well published in the literature.
However
very few works have been reported on the effect of the centrifugal effect of the fluid particles
on the
volume flow. when one disk is in motion. Again it seems to have no work reported considering

the

misalignment of the shaft or the thrust pads which can induce nonparallelism. In the present
paper
closed form solutions are derived for the calculation of the volume flow rate of the
lubricant in
between the pads of a dynamic thrust bearings. The effect of taper that may be caused
due to the
misalignment of the shaft or production error, is also described. The equations are derived
from the
fundamental principles.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Wilcock and Booser have presented an empirical formula [1] for calculation of fluid flow
in
a thrust bearing. They concluded that no method is available to compute the flow rate accounting
for
the rotation of the thrust face (one disk). Fuller [2] describes an analytical expression for
the fluid
flow in between two parallel disks in static condition. Shivamoggi [3] describes centrifugal
flow due
to a rotating disk. His discussions are limited to the flow of fluid in absence of an imposed
radial
pressure gradient and the case is appropriate for a disc rotating in fluid rather than the
flow in
between two discs in dynamiC conditions. Again no closed formulation is presented for
the volume
of fluid flow. Neglecting convective inertia Osterle & Hughes [4] presented the radial
pressure
gradient when one disk is rotating. Szeri & Adams[S) analyzed the case of laminar through
flow
between closely spaced rotating disks. Their wodc: is concemed with radial pressure prome.
They
solved the equations of continuity and motion with thin fllm approltimation using
numerical
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[Rgure 1. Disk geometry. Auid flows from inside
A
most convenient to use cylindrical coordinates.
The flow is axisymmetric and is therefore
ntial
the form of a differential annular !ing. The differe
differential contro l volume [Figure 2] is useu in
tum
ped steady !low the compo nent of the momen
develo
fully
dimensions are dr, dz. and r dB. for a
equation along the r-direction reuuces to

Slb

(I)

or
I(Press ure Forces + Shear Fon:es + Inenia Forces
)=0

Considering the pressure at the center of the annula
r control volume is p, then the force at inner face
is

Pressure force at the outer face is

Now the componem if pressure force the left and
right side faces along the r-diteclion is
2(pdrd z)sin(

as angle

~9 ) =2(pdrd z{ d:)= (pdrdz)d9

e associated wtth the control volume is very small.
Top Face ·

LeH Face

Face

Rtgh t Face

[Figure 2. Control volume and its dimensions]
The shear forces act on the top and bottom face
of the control volume. lf the shear stress at the
center of the element is 't. then shear force al the
bottom surface of the control volume is

-(T-: ~ )rd9dz

and the shear force on the top face is

(T+:~}d81z
Accounting fluid inertJa. the body force of the control
volume element becomes

mV'
where the "1/ is the tangential velocity of the fluid
element, m is the mass of the fluid element and
r is
the radiiiS of the cemer l)f the mass. As the velocit
y v (nO! the velocity profile of the fluid moving
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at any
the fluid is assumed to be linear in the z-8 plane.
through the two ·r:fisks which is in z.-r plane) of
height z the velocity tenn becomes

the
tbe mass tenn in tenns of density p and volume,
Substiwling this in the above equation and writing
body force becomes

prdfJdrdz( vz/h)

1

have
Substituting all the forces in to equation (I), we

(p-: ~ Jr- ~)d9dz +(p-: ~ )(r- ~}Biz+ (;wrdz)dB-{

T-

~ ~z }d9dz
1

+(r+(trdz)rd&k + prd9drddvz/h) ::O
r

ik 2
ftes
Neglecting higher order tenns this equation simpli

10

{2)

is given by
Assuming a Newtonian fluid the shear stress tenn
du

T=JJ.;;

becomes
Recognizing that tis a function of z only. irr/ik

dT

d'u

(3)

-;;"" JJ. dz'

equation (2) becomes
With substitution for drfdz in the equation (2),
1 ~ p (vz)'
dz' ""; dr -;;. h

d'u
Integration of equation

(4)

(4)

once yields

du _ 2_ iJp __ pv' :.' + c
1
dz -).!. dr < 3p.h 1 r
sed as
lnt.egraung again the veloc•ty profile can be expres

(5)

fN' z'
I iJp z'
(6)
u:-- ---- .-+ c,z+ c1
fJ dr 2 12J.Ih'r
quently
the boundary conditions. At z=O, u=O. Conse
The constaniS c1 and c2 are evalualed using
c2"'0 and at z=h, u:O. Hence
I .:.., h'

f'l•'h'

ch
0:-Z----+
2
'
fJ iJr 2 12J.Ih r
This gives

and equation (6) becomes
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u=_l ()p (z' -h:z:)+....£L(h
'z- z•)
2
211 ;;,.

121Jh

(7)

r

The volumetric tlowrnte is given by

Q = f.~.2n:r.dz

(8)

Substituting equation (7) for u in equation (8) Yields
Q =J.•(....!.._ dp (z' -hz)+_...e;._(h'z-;;4 )).2JCr.d;;
(9)
o 211 ;;,.
l21J.h r
Integration of equation (9) yields an expression for the !luid
flowrate in terms of pressure grndient, i.e.
.

JCrh 3 Jp

tqJh'v'

611 (),-

20Jj

Q=---+-or

3pv'
-;;,."' =611Q
llTh' -lOr

(10)

Writing v in terms of angular velocity of the upper disk and
radius of rotation we have
(11)

Assuming the pressure variation in S~direction as well as z-directi
on is negligible
of r·direction, the equation (11) becomes

as compared to that

_ dp = 61JQ _ 3poh
(12)
dr nrh'
10
It should be noted that equation (12) is identical to the radial
pressure gradient equation of Osterle &
Hughes [3].
Case I. Flow between parallel disks
Integration of equation (12) yields

-r r 6jl~ r
dp=

dr-

o!dzr

p,

3p(J)' rdr
olO

or
P -p

0

'

=

6 J.lQ
In(~)- 3P(J)' (r'
Tdz'
r;
20 °

-r')
'

(13)

Equation (13) gives the expression for Q as

nJz'(p,- pJ Irpm 2h'(r; -~)
Q 6,uln(rJ r;) + 40J,lln k/r,)

(14)

Case II. Flow between nonparallel disks

Taking the clearance between the disks at the outer rndius
is h0 , slope of the upper disk from
the outside to inside as a and that of the lower disk as i3
[Figure 2] the total clearance at the inner

radius is
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1
[Figure 2. Tapered thrust bearing pads
h; = h 0 +(r0 -r;)(sina.+sin~)
es
and at any radius r the clearance becom
-r;)
-r)/(r
(r
in~)
0
0
h == h +(r ·r;)(sina.+s

0

0

or

s)] = h0 [1+ d(l-x)/( 1-s) h0 ]
h == h0 + {d(r0 -r)/(r0 -r;Jl == h0 + [d(J-x)/(1or
h == h0 [1+ b(J-x)j
, s= rylr0 , b=dlh0 (1-s)
Where d= (r 0 -r;)(sina.+sin~), x=rlr0
have
Now writing equation (12) again we
dp

6J.LQ

(15)

3pw' r

--;; =;:;;; - -1~0-

ion (15) we have
from r to x and substituting h from equat
Now changing variable of integration
dp
dx

6/lQ

3pw' r,'x

nh~x(!+b-bx)'

10

(16)

of equation (16) has to be
The fU'St term on the right hand side
we get
ons
fracti
l
pania
Expanding this tenn using

6/lQ[~+
7Th~

x

+

C

(l+b -b.x)

D

(1+h -bx)

+

E

integr~ted

2 (l+b -hxr

using partial fraction.

]

d to be
+b)lb and the coefficients are determine
This tenn ha.s two poles at ;.e:Q and :<=(l
b
-h'
b'
1
)' ; E= (l+b )
A= (l+b )1 ;C= (1+b )' ; D= (l+b
are changed to s to 1
ly and noting that the integration limits
Substituting these coefficiems appropriate
result
ing
follow
integration yteids the
form that of fj to r 0 , equauon (16) upon

_

-~[ln{(l+b-bs)"'/s}

p, P.- tr~~;

(b'l-1)'

b'(i- s)
(b+l )'(l+ b-bs )

+ b(2+ b-bs )(l-s )]- 3pw'{r.'-r,')
20
2(l+ b)(l+ b-bs )'
(17)

e flow rate is determined to be
By algebraic manipulation the lubncant volum

ITh;(p,- p.) + nh;p w'(r. ' -r;')l
6/l

40J.L

--------~----~
Q=r-r-----~~-----2
bl2+ b-bs ){1- s)]
(1-s)
b

(b+l t{i+ b-bs ) + 2(h· b)(1 +b-b s)'
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When b is zero, te. there is no laper on the disks, equation (18) reduces to equation (14)
4, DISCUSSIONS
Equation for the fluid flow for the parallel pad configuration. reveals that the volume flow rate
increases with the centrifugal effect. At higher speed and higher ratio of outer diameter to inner
diameter of the thrust pad, the inertia effect (centrifugal effect) can be significant. For low speed
operations and a smaller ratio of outer to inner diameter. the inerua effect may be neglected. In
absence of an pressure fed lubrication i.e. dp is zero, the centrifugal term will be the only driving
factor for the fluid to flow from inside to outside.
Analyzing the equation for the tapered case, it is found that with positive value of 1aper the
flow is higher than that of parallel case and with negative 1aper the flow is less than that of th(l parallel
case. However with negative 1aper the denominator can be zero depending on the s and the ratio of the
1aper to the outer clearance. It becomes indeterminate when the taper equals to negative value of the
outer clearance irrespective of the s value, i.e. when

d, -h.
the logarithmic term becomes undefined.
5. CONCLUSION
A theoretical analysis is presented for the calculation of volume of lubricant flow in between
parallel as well as nonparallel pads when one is rotating. Closed form equations are derived from the
fundamental principles assuming a laminar & incompressible flow. It is found that a positive raper is
preferred over a negative 1aper from lubricant flow stand point.
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